ALL ABOUT MY NAME

My name is:

My name has the letters:  
(circle the letters in your name)

a b c d e f g  
h I j k l m n  
o p q r s t u v  
w x y z

My first letter is:

Number of letters in my name:

Number of vowels in my name:
Sea of Knowledge
Sticky Foot Studio
Nutty Pixel Graphics
Teaching in the Tongass
Kari Bolt
Dreamlike Magic
Ink n Little Things
Creative Clips
Print Candee
DJ Inkers Graphics
Scrappin’ Doodles
YB Fonts
Tracee Orman
Melonheads Illustrations
KG Fonts
Confetti Graphics
My Cute Graphics
Whimsy Clips
Little Red’s Clipart
Prettygrafik
Premium Clipart
Flapjack Factory

Hidesy’s Clipart
The Joyful Teacher
EduClips
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah Designs
Microsoft Word Clipart
Rossy’s Clipart
Educlips